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Why? Get into Internet dating business with
Software and design quality is one of the reliable, effective and profitable
main factors influencing your online
personals business success. We are the
ONLY software development company
specializing solely on dating software
and all our specialists are devoted to
bringing the best product possible.
Dating, personals and matchmaking sites
powered by our scripts do really work.

online dating software

What?
Online chat, instant messenger, photos
upload, e-commerce, voice and video,
newsletter, photo gallery, virtual kisses,
US ZIP codes locator, affiliates, powerful
admin panel, and a lot more...

Variety of options and prices
Up and running in a few days
Fast installation and support
Customizable design & features
Stable and increasing income
We successfully run several popular personals sites of our own and
understand the very core of this business. LoveCompass is our flagship
dating site. So, we know the matter from customers' point of view.

aePartnerPlus
($290)

aeDating
($690)

aeDirectory
($Free)
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aeDirectory addon
($190)
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Latest feedback:
This is an incredible script it has everything I was looking for, its one of a kind out there so I hope I can use it on my
server, this script is so incredible that after you try the demo on your site everything else becomes obsolete, this is the
most complete dating script I ever found on the net. Ronald.
I have been investigating various different dating site solutions for several months now for several dating sites that I am
looking at setting up in Australia. After much investigation I feel that your software offers far more that all of the lesser
priced (and most of the more expensive) sites. Scott.
Wow, I am impressed with your software. I've looked at around 30 programs and yours stands out. Alex.
I am interested in the aeDating - Private Label Dating Software. Initially I contacted my web designer for a quote on
designing an online dating site, however he advised me to search the internet for software such as yours as his company
would not be able to produce a site as economically as one which had already been set up. After having spent hours
surfing through the internet I came across your software which looks as though it would be perfect for starting up an
online dating site. Tish.
Can you please tell me how much the corporate package is? Also what is the difference between the corporate package
and the commercial package? I am strongly considering buying your software in the very near future. It the best I have
seen so far. Felecia.
We are looking at aeDating by AEwebworks.com as the potential option for building a serious and professional dating
site. Elie.
Hello there, I have been looking at the software as advertised on your site. I was looking for a script to use as a swingers
contact site in the UK. Your software seems to have everything that I require. Lea.
I would like to say that I have spent a long time reviewing dating software and wish I would have found you first. You
software has more then all the features that I have been looking for that a price that no one can even come close to.
Damon.
I presently operate an online dating service with software that I am not very happy with. While I am thinking of changing
what I have, I would like to setup another site. I have looked at your website and I would like to discuss the possibility of
obtaining private label site software from you. Ale.
I a very impressed with your software and I can't wait to what a difference it will hopefully make to my site. Sheryl.
We were looking at a different solution, but my team now likes your new version much better than anything we've seen.
William.

Important notices:
We do accept credit card payments; we just don't accept them from the site. Just send us an e-mail with your full name
and the package of your choice, and we will send you a payment request for secure online payment by credit card.
aeDating 2 is the only option for totally private label dating, personals, or matchmaking site. Package price is $690,
which includes free lifetime version upgrades, tech support and installation.
One license is per one site/domain only. Additional licenses may be purchased with a $100 discount per license. Main
license limitation is that you may not use the package for more than one site and you may not redistribute it.
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aeDating may be used for any type of dating website - swingers, gay, lesbian, religious, racial, geek... just any.
Moreover, it can be configured for any other type of classified ads site. Customization services are not included into the
package price, but can be provided by our professional developers team.
New versions appear about twice a year. Every license holder has a right for free lifetime version upgrades.
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